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ABSTRACT. Sufficient conditions are given for the existence of open map-

pings from a p. 1. manifold Mm, m > 3, onto a polyhedron Q.   In addition, it is

shown that a mapping / from M™, m > 3, to Q is homotopic to a monotone map-

ping of M onto Q iff ft : irx(M) —► irx(Q) is onto.   Finally, it is shown that a mon-

otone mapping of M™, m > 3, onto Q can be approximated by a monotone open

mapping of M onto Q.

In a recent paper [19], D. Wilson constructs monotone open mappings of

any compact, connected p.l. manifold M™, m > 3, onto any cell. In addition, he

constructs light open mappings of three dimensional manifolds onto n cells for

zz > 3. The question of the existence of such mappings appears in a list of 45

problems compiled by Eilenberg in 1949 in [3]. He asks whether there is an open

mapping of a manifold onto a space of higher dimension and whether there is a

light open mapping of a manifold with each point inverse a Cantor set.  The an-

swer to the first question was given by R. D. Anderson in [1] where he announced

the existence of monotone open mappings of any p.l. manifold M™, m>3, onto

any cell; however, he never published a proof.  Results similar to Anderson's were

obtained by Keldyä at about the same time in [7], [8], and [9]. The recent work

of Wilson in [19] answers the second question.

In contrast, for two dimensional manifolds R. L. Moore [13] and Roberts

and Steenrod [14] show that monotone images have dimension at most two and

Stoilow [16] and G. T. Whyburn ([4] is an excellent survey of his work) show

that light open mappings are branched coverings and, hence, do not raise dimension.

In this paper, we begin a systematic study of the existence of monotone,

monotone open, open, and light open mappings from manifolds to polyhedra.  In

particular, we are interested in when a mapping "is homotopic to" or "can be

approximated by" one of the above four types of mappings.  In §2, we completely

determine those mappings homotopic to monotone mappings.  In §3, we give gen-

eral criteria for the existence of open mappings and use this to show that mono-

tone mappings can be approximated by monotone open mappings; this leads to a

determination of those mappings homotopic to monotone open mappings.  In a
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second paper, we will completely determine those mappings homotopic to open

mappings and we will approximate open mappings by light open mappings, this

leading to a determination of those mappings homotopic to light open mappings.

In a third paper, we will investigate to what extent the assumption that the im-

age be a polyhedron can be weakened. A note of caution, in dealing with light

open mappings we are faced with the fact that light mappings cannot lower dimen-

sion; hence, all of the results on light open mappings will include the assumption

that the image be a p.l. manifold of dimension at least as large as that of the

domain.

The basic techniques used throughout are similar to those used by D. Wilson

in [18], [19], and [20] ; indeed, his work in [18] is an excellent starting point.

Also, §1 consists in part of redoing some of the work in [20, §§1-4].

This paper forms a portion of the author's dissertation written under the

direction of L. F. McAuley at the State University of New York at Binghamton.

Terminology. We will assume that manifolds and polyhedra are compact

but manifolds may have boundary; p.l. = piecewise linear. Polyhedra will be

viewed as subsets of some Euclidean space; the simplices of a simplicial complex

triangulating a polyhedron will be considered to be subsets of the polyhedron

(i.e., not abstract objects).    If AT is a simplicial complex, then Kl will denote

the z'th skeleton of K, t(K) will be all top dimensional simplices of K (i.e., a G

t(K) iff a < t => a = t); ß"K will denote the nth barycentric subdivision of K.

A collection A of nonempty closed subsets of a space X is simple provided: for

a, a G A, (i) if a O a' ¥= 0, then int(a U a) is a dense connected subset of a U a',

and (ii) if a =£ a, then intfa) n int(a') = 0. Int( ), bd( ), and cl( ) will denote

the topological interior, boundary, and closure, respectively. The boundary of a

manifold 717 will be denoted 9717.

If A is a collection of sets, then A* is the union of the sets in A.   Let

st°(b, A)= {a G A \a Ç b), let st'iA A) = {a G A \a n b ¥= 0}, and, inductively,

let st'(/>, A) = st1(sti~1(b, A)*, A), i > 2. At times st(ft, A) will be used for

st'(ft, A). If AT is a triangulation of M"1 (manifold of dimension m) and 7 is a

subcomplex of K and A is a subset of t(K), then let ST°(7, A) = {a G A \ a Ç L},

let ST1 (L, A) = {a G A | a meets 7 in an m or m - 1 face}, and, inductively, let

ST'(7, A) = STHST1'-1^, ,4)*, a), i > 2.

By a mapping we will mean a continuous function. A mapping is monotone

(resp., light) provided each point inverse is connected (resp., totally disconnected).

A mapping is open if the image of each open set is open. The mesh of a collec-

tion of sets is the supremum of their diameters.  Let 7 denote the unit interval,

let D" denote a p.l. n ball, let D" denote its boundary, and let lAD" denote a

p.l. nballinI>n-7>.
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Definition.  If K is a triangulation of some polyhedron and K is a sub-

complex of K, then (K, K) is an acceptable pair of dimension m provided K - K

is an zzz dimensional manifold, possibly with boundary, and K is a union of zzz - 1

simplices each of which is a face of exactly one zzz simplex of K.   Denote the pair

(K,0)byK.

1.  This section contains the basic technique used in the various construc-

tions throughout this paper. The presentation in this section is a variation of

that of D. Wilson in [20, §§1-4].

(1.0) Convention.  Let (K, K) be an acceptable pair of dimension zzz and let

P be a collection of nonempty sets with P* = K, with each set in P a union of

sets in t(K), and with different sets in P having disjoint interiors.  If p, p' G P

and A is a subset of K, then the statement connect p to p' with a tube in A

means the following.  Let B be a polyhedral tubular neighborhood of a polyhed-

ral arc with B G int(^) f"l (K - K) and with each of 77 n p and B n p' a face of

B (here we are considering B to be homeomorphic to Dm~l x 7 with faces

D™~ x x {0} and £>m_1 x {1}).  Alter the collection P by adding 77 to p or p'

(unless it is stated to add part to p and part to p') and replace each p" GP-{p, p'}

with cl(p" - 77).  In general, we shall continue to call the altered collection P.

(1.1) Let (K, K) and L be acceptable pairs and let g : K —*■ L be a mapping

which linearly maps each simplex of K into a simplex of L.   Let P be a collection

of nonempty sets with P* = K, with each set in P a union of sets in t(K), and

with different sets in P having disjoint interiors. Let T:P—► t(L) be a one-to-one

and onto function satisfying:

(1.1.1) T(px) n •■• n T(pq) # 0 whenever px n ••• n pq i=0;px.

P,GP.

(1.1.2) If a G K and a Ç p G P, then g(a) G Tip).

Extend g to all of K as follows.  If u is a vertex of ßlK and v £ K, then let g(v) =

barycenter of C\{T(p)\vGp}; condition (1.1.1) guarantees that this makes sense.

It follows from conditions (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) that g extends linearly to each simplex

of ßxK. By taking a subdivision of ßlK, say K', and by adjusting g on int(a) for vari-

ous a G t(K), we can assume that g linearly maps each simplex of K' into a simplex of

ßlL and that if a G t(K), oGpGP, theng(a) n int(r) ¥= 0 for each t Ç T(p),

T G t(ßxL).

Define a new triple T'-.P" —* t(ßxL) as follows: for each a G t(K'), let

T(a) be any r G t(ßxL) with g(a) Ç r, let F ={T~x(t)*\t G t(ßxL)}; and let

T'(T~x(t)*) = t. It follows directly that T' is one-to-one and onto and that,

upon replacing T, P, K, and t(L) with T',P', K', and t(ßxL), respectively, condi-

tions (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) are satisfied.
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(1.2) Remark. In addition to the method outlined above, we shall have

cause to alter certain triples T:P—► t(L) by altering the sets in P.  At all times,

it will be necessary to have condition (1.1.1) satisfied.  However, no attempt will

be made to explicitly verify condition (1.1.1) after each alteration; such verifica-

tion is usually immediate from the construction.  Indeed, at times, the complex-

ity of a construction results from the need to maintain condition (1.1.1).

(1.3) Basic construction. Let (AT, AT) be an acceptable pair of dimension m

f> 3) and let L be a finite simplicial complex.  Let g : K —*■ L and P be as in

(1.1) and let T:P—► t(L) be a one-to-one and onto function satisfying condi-

tions (1.1.1) and (1.1.2).  By running tubes in various of the sets int(st(u, ß2K)*)

n (K - K), where v is a vertex of ß1K, the collection P can be altered so that the

collection of components of the sets in P is simple. Call the altered collection P0

and the induced function T0; let K0 be a subdivision of AT with each set in PQ a

union of sets in t(K0). Of course, 7 remains unchanged.

Let T'-.P —> t(ßxL) be a triple obtained from TQ:P0 —> r(7) by the

method in (1.1); observe that if p' G F and p G P with p' Ç p, then p' meets the

interior of each component of p.  Make the following alterations, in order, to the

collection F.

(1.3.1) For each pGPQ and for each pair ax, a2 G t(K0) with ox U o2 Ç p

and Oj n o2 an m or m - 1 face, run tubes in int(ax U a2) n (AT' - K') so that

if p'v p\ e ? witn Pi u p\ - P> tnen tne int(Pi u p\) n (°i u o2) xs connected

(include the case that p\ = p2).  Since C\{t\tG t(ßxL) and r Ç T0(p)} ¥= 0,

condition (1.1.1) will not be violated.

(1.3.2) For each pair p., p2 G PQ with px n p2 ^ 0, but px ¥= p2, and

for each pair a,, o2 G r(Af0) with a¡ Ç p¡t i = 1,2, and with ax C\ a2 an m - 1

simplex make the following alterations.  Let p\, p2 G F with p\ Ç p¡, i — 1,2,

with p\ n p2 containing an m - 1 simplex of AT', and with p\ n p2 containing

the barycenter of ax n a2. (It follows that ^(pj) n r'(p'2) contains the bary-

center of Toipj) n 70(p2); hence the following alteration will not violate condi-

tion (1.1.1).) For each pair tx,t2G t^L) with t¡ Ç T0(p¿) and with r¡ contain-

ing the barycenter of TQ(px) D T0(p2), i = 1,2, connect intiJ'-1^!)) H ax to

int(7'_1(T2)) n o2 with a tube in intioj U o2) O int(7y_1(r1) UpJ Up2 U r'_I(T2)),

adding the part of the tube in a¡ to T'~x(t¡), i = 1,2.

(1.3.3) For each pair px, p2 G F0 with px n p2 ^ 0, but Pj ^ p2, and

for each pair ax, o2 G í(AT0) with a,- Ç p(., í = 1,2, and with ax d a2 anm - I

simplex make the following alterations.  If tx,t2G t(ßxL) with t¡ Ç T0(p¡), i =

1, 2, with 7j n t2 =£ 0, but with tx n t2 nor containing the barycenter of

^o(Pi) n To<P2)>let P/ e *(ßlL) w1* Pi Ç T'oÍP/)' ' = !. 2. with ̂ i n t3 Ç P,

n p2, and with px n p2 containing the barycenter of T0(px) n 70(p2).  Connect
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intiT'-1^!)) n CTj to int(T'~x(T2)) n o2 with a tube in int^! U a2) D

intir'-^T,) U T'-X(px) U T'-X(p2) U T'-x(t2)), adding the part of the tube

ino,. to T'-1(ri),i= 1,2.

Let Tx :PX —*■ t(ßxL) be the triple obtained from f :P" —*■ t(ßxL) after

all the above alterations have been made and let Kx be a subdivision of K' such

that each set in Px is a union of sets in t(Kx). This new triple satisfies the appro-

priate reformulation of conditions (1.1.1) and (1.1.2).  The collection of compo-

nents of the sets in Px is simple.  If t¡ G t(ßxL) and o¡ G t(L) with t¡ ç a¡, i =

1, 2, then Txx(rx) U Txx(t2) has exactly the same number of components as

TqX(ox) U TqX(o2), including the cases where ax = a2 or rx = t2.

(1.4)  Proposition. Let (K, K) be an acceptable pair of dimension at

least 3 «zzti let L be a finite simplicial complex.  Let g:K —* L and P be as in

(1.1) flzzci let T:P—► r(7,) be a one-to-one and onto function satisfying condi-

tions (1.1.1) azzcf (1.1.2).  77zezz there exists a mapping f from K onto L with f =

g on K, with f(p) ç st(T(p), L)* for each pGP, and with f~x(y) having the

same number of components as {p G P |y G T(p)} .

Proof. Let {Tn :Pn —► t(ßnL)} be a sequence of triples obtained by re-

peated applications of (1.3).  Define f:K-+Lby f(f)°°=0 pt) = f)," 0 Tfa) for

each nested sequence {p0 3px D ••• \p¡ G P{}.  It is a direct verification to show

that / has the desired properties.

(1.4.1) Corollary. 7zz addition to the hypothesis o/(1.4), assume that

each of the sets in P is connected and that T~x(ax) O T~x(a2) + 0 whenever

°\ n a2 ^0' av a2 e i(^)-  Then the mapping f constructed is monotone.

If we assume W = 0, then the next corollary is due to D. Wilson [20] ; in-

deed, the machinery developed in this section is, in essence, his proof.

(1.4.2) Corollary. Let M" be a connected, p. I. manifold with m>3

and let A" be an n simplex with n>Q. Let K be a triangulation of M with W

a subcomplex of K and with W GdM (we permit W — 0 and/or dM = 0).  Let

g:W —> A" be a mapping which linearly maps each simplex of K in W into a

simplex of A".   Then g extends to a monotone mapping of M onto A".

Proof.  Extend g to a mapping of all of dM so that it still maps simplices

linearly into simplices.  Let (K, K) = (717, dM), L = A", P = {M}, and T(M) =

A"; the result now follows from (1.4.1).

The proof of the following corollary illustrates D. Wilson's approach in [22]

to constructing monotone mappings of various degrees between spheres. The cor-

ollary is also a direct consequence of Theorem (2.0) in the next section.
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(1.4.3) Corollary. Ifm>3, then there are monotone mappings of any

degree from Sm onto itself.

Proof.  Let g: 9Am —► 9Am be a piecewise linear mapping of degree q;

use (1.4.2) to extend g to a monotone mapping of Am onto Am. Consider Sm

as the double of Am and use / on each half to obtain a monotone mapping of

Sm onto itself. (The mapping / will be monotone if g : 9Am —► 9Am is onto;

this is always the case if q ¥= 0 and can be arranged if q = 0.)  It is an exercise in

using the exact sequences of homology (in particular, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence)

to show that this mapping has degree q.

2. This section contains a proof of the following theorem.

(2.0) Theorem.   A mapping f from a compact and connected p. I. mani-

fold Mm (m > 3) to a connected polyhedron Q is homotopic to a monotone map-

ping ofM onto Q if and only iff* : nx (717) —► 7r1(ß) is surjective.

The "only if half of this theorem is easily proved and is well known [15].

The proof of the other half is broken into two parts.  First, a method is developed

in Proposition (2.1) for producing a triple, T:P—► t(L), as in Corollary (1.4.1),

from a continuous function.  Second, this method is carefully analyzed in order

to produce the desired homotopy.

(2.1) Proposition. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem (2.0). Then there

exist triangulations K and L of M and Q, respectively, and there exists a triple T:

P—+t(L) as in Corollary (1.4.1).

Proof. Let A? and 7 be triangulations of M and Q, respectively, and let F,

be a mapping satisfying:

(2.1.1) F, is homotopic to /

(2.1.2) F, linearly maps each simplex of AT into a simplex of 7.

(2.1.3) The image of Fx contains the barycenter of each simplex of r(7).

(2.2) For each a G t(K), let T(a) be some element of t(L) containing

Fx(a).  UtP ={f-x(T)*\TGt(L)} and define T:P-+t(L)by T(T~-x(t)*) = t.

Observe that T(px) n ••• f) T(pq) ¥= 0 whenever px n ••• C\pq #0, p¡GP.

Use the method of (1.3) to alter the collection F so that the collection of com-
A A      A

ponents of the sets in P is simple. Continue to denote this triple by T:P —* t(L)
A A

and continue to denote by AT a triangulation "refining" the sets in P.
A A

(2.3) Let Cv C2 be components of px, p2 G P, respectively, where T(px) n

T(p2) * 0 but C, n C2 =0.  Let a :I—> (K - Km~2) be a p.L embedding

with a(I) = (J f=17, where each J¡ is a spanning arc of a o¡ G t(K), J¡ n J.+ x is

a point, a(0) GCj-intfC^), and a(l) GC2-int(C2).   Let o0 (resp. or+x) be an
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element of t(K) contained in px (resp. p2) with a(0) (resp. a(l)) contained in

bd(cr0) (resp. bd(ar+1)).  Write D2 = U/=o^í> a union of arcs with successive

arcs meeting in a point.  For each a¡, i = 0, . . . , r + 1, let T(a¡) = T(p) where

a¡GpG P; recall that f(o¡) n f(o¡+ x) + 0. Define a p.l. map Q,a :D2 —» Q

as follows:  if 7Ya,) =¿ rfa,-.,.,) = ••• = r(<7/+/) * f(ai+f+x), then Sla embeds

77I+j U ■ • • U Hi+, as a spanning arc of T(ai+ x ), spanning from the barycenter

of T(a¡) n T(ai+X) to the barycenter of f(a¡+x) D f(aí+¡+1). Finally, Í2a(770)

is to be a spanning arc of T(px) U T(p2).

(2.4) Lemma,  yl« arc a' can be chosen so that Í2a, extends to a mapping

ofD2 into Q.

Proof.   By adjusting Fx on int(aj), assume that Fx(int(ax)) G int(7\ai))

and that, for some x0 G int(oj),y0 = Fx(x0) G Çla(Hx).  Let y :D2 —►

(K- km~2) be a p.l. embedding with y(D2) n a(T) = {x0} and with Fx o y

equal to Q,a in nx(Q, y0); this is the only point at which we use the assumption

that/*, and hence (Fj)*, is a surjection.  Observe the (Fx ° 7)-1 * Sla is zero in

irx(Q, y0).  Let a' be the arc obtained by moving along a to jc0, then moving

"backwards" along y, and then moving along the remainder of a; by a slight ad-

justment, remove the singularity at x0.

(2.5) Let t7={{C1( C2}|Cf is a component of p¡, i = 1, 2, Cx n C2 =0,

and T^pj) n r(p2) =^0} be a collection of unordered pairs.  The set U consists of

exactly those pairs of sets which must be "connected together" in order to have

the hypothesis of Corollary (1.4.1) satisfied.  For the final time, we explicitly em-
A A

phasize that the condition "T(px) n ••• n T(pq) #0 whenever p, n ••• Opq^0'

must be preserved at each stage of the following alterations.  For each u G U, let

au be the arc guaranteed by (2.4) with au(T) = Uz=i tf where TV is a spanning

arc of a". Let Q.u be the mapping constructed from au in (2.3).  Denote by

Nu =au(^ x Dm~l =U/=i C^î* x 7)m_1) a tubular neighborhood of au in M;

see Figure 1. (For convenience, we shall not distinguish between Nu and its ho-

meomorphic copy au x Dm~x.) Make the above choices so that the Nu's are

Figure 1
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pairwise disjoint. Let YU:D —► Q be an extension of Í2U guaranteed by (2.4);

of course, we assume that Yu is simplicial on suitable subdivisions.

(2.6) Recall that fiu :D2 = \Jr£0H? "* Ô-   Define a p.l. mapping^ :

Nu~+D2 as follows.  Utgu(au(Q) x Dm ~ x) = H»0 C\ Hux and let

gu(au(l) x Dm-x) = Hur   n 77£; define gu on au(T) x bm~x by projecting f¡ x

Dm~1 onto/" x {0} and sending/" x {0} to 77" by a homeomorphism. Letgu map

a„(7) x {0} homeomorphically onto H"0, let gu({x} x 1ÁDm~1) = gu({x} x {0}),

and extend gu to a mapping of the rest of Nu.

Let AT* be a subdivision of K such that each Yu ° gu linearly maps each sim-

plex of K' in Nu into a simplex of 7.

(2.7) UtPx = {d(p-\Ju&uNu)\pGP} and let fx(cl(p -\JU(EUNU)) =

f(p). For each u = {Cx, C2}G U,C¡C p., / = 1, 2, add to cl(p,. - [Ju<=uNu) the

part of a (I) x MD"1'1 which Y   ° g   maps into T(p¡), i = 1,2; call this collec-
A A A A

tion P2 and let 72 be the induced function. Observe that the triple T2:P2 —*■

t(L) satisfies all the desired properties except that P2 ¥= 717. We now proceed to

remedy this deficiency.

(2.8) Let t G t(K') with t <£ P* but with t C\ p containing an m - 1 face
A f A

for some p G P2. Run a tube in int(p U r) connecting r to some p GP2 where

ru ° gu(T) - ^2ÍP')' a^^ r ant* triis tube to p' and replace p by cl(p-tube). Call

this new collection 7?2ji and call the induced function T2 ..  Repeat this altera-
A ' A A

tion using the triple T2 1 :P2 , —»■ r(7) to get another triple T22:P2>2 —► t(L).

Continue to make this alteration until, let's say, after q times, P*  =M.   Let

T:P—► r(7) be this final triple and let AT be a subdivision of AT' refining the sets

in P.   This completes the proof of (2.1).

(2.9) Remark.  Suppose we stipulate that in performing the alteration in

(2.8) if r, t G t(K") and tÇNu,t Ç Nu, and u ¥= u, then the tubes used to

join t and t to the appropriate sets in P2 are to be disjoint. We can then con-

clude that if t G t(K), t Ç pGP and t Ç pGP, then there exists u, u G U such

that T(p) U t(p) C st(Yu(D2), L)* U st(ru, (7>2), 7)*.  Although this remark

need not concern us at the moment, it will be needed in the proof of Corollary

(3.7.1).

Proof of Theorem (2.0). What remains to be done is to carefully study

the proof of Proposition (2.1) in order to produce a homotopy from Fx (which

is already homotopic to /) to the monotone mapping obtained from the triple

7:F^r(7,).

(2.10) Let us assume that 7  was chosen so that each of the sets st4(o, t(L))*,

a G t(L), has diameter less than e, where e is chosen as follows.  View Q as em-

bedded as a retract of an open subset of some Euclidean space.  Use the locally

convex structure of the open set and use the retraction to find e > 0 such that
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any pair of mappings h, g:X —> Q with d(h(x),g(x)) < e, x G X, are homotopic.

(2.11) For each u G U, define a mapping hu:Nu —► D2 as follows.  Let

hu = gu on bd(Nu) and let hu({x} x Dm 'x) = hu({x} x Dm~x ) for x G au(I).

Let M = Px and use (1.1) to obtain a mapping F from M to Q which agrees with

£lu o hu (hence Í2M ° gu) on bd(/V*u) for each u G U.   Let F2 : M —> Q (respec-

tively, F3 :M—* Q)be the extension of F by the £2U o hu's (respectively, S2M o

In view of (2.10), Fx and F2 are homotopic. We can produce a homotopy

G from F2 to F3 as follows.  On M x I let G = F2 x id, (= F3 x id,); let G =

F2 on M x {0} and let G = F3 on M x {1}.  Observe that G = fiu o su on the

set (bd(Nu) x 7) U (7VU x {0, 1}) where s„ - gu x id, on bd(/V„) x 7, s„ = *-„

on Nu x {1}, su = hu on Nu x {0}.  Extend su to a mapping SU:NU x I—*- D2

and let G = Í2U ° 5a on A„ x 7.

(2.12) Let r2 j :P21 —* r(¿) be as in (2.7) and use (1.1) to obtain a map-

ping F3 j from P2 x agreeing with F3 on bd(P21).  Extend F3 j to a mapping

F31 :M—»• Q by letting F3>1 = F3 on A7- P* r  In view of (2.10), F3 and F31

are homotopic.  In a similar manner, using T2 2 : P2 2 —► t(L), we obtain a map-

ping F3 2:M—► Q; because of (2.10), F3 2 and F3 x are homotopic. We continue

to repeat this until we have F3     t homotopic to F3   ; finally, F3    is homotopic

to the monotone mapping obtained in (1.4.1), this final homotopy also being guar-

anteed by (2.10).

3.   In this section, we prove Theorem (3.0) below and use this theorem to-

gether with some ideas from the proof of Proposition (2.1) to obtain a result on

approximating monotone mappings with monotone open mappings (see Corollary

(3.7.1)).

(3.0) Theorem.   Let M"1 be a compact p. I. manifold (zzz > 3) with triangu-

lation K and let Q be a polyhedron with triangulation L,  Let P be a collection of

nonempty subsets of M with pairwise disjoint interiors, with each p GP « union

of elements of t(K), and with P* = M.  Let T be a one-to-one function from P

onto t(L) satisfying:

(3.0.1)  T(px) C\"> n T(pq) =£ 0 whenever px n ••• flP¡¡# 0.

(3.0.2) Each component of T~x(ax) meets T~x(o2) whenever ax r\ a2¥=0,

ax,a2G t(L).

Then there is an open mapping f from M onto Q such that the number of

components off~x(y) is equal to the number of components of [p\p GP and

y G T(p)}* and such that f(x) G st2(T(p), t(L))* forxGpGP.

The proof of Theorem (3.0) is an immediate consequence of the following

proposition (and its proof) and Proposition 3 in [18]. The observant reader will
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notice that the proof of (3.1) uses techniques developed by D. Wilson in [18] and

[19]. As in (1.3), the collection of components of the sets in P can be made sim-

ple; we assume that this has been done.

(3.1) Proposition. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem (3.0); then there

are two sequences of finite collections of polyhedra, {Jn}^=x and {•£„}"=,, satis-

fying:

(3.1.1) Jx = t(L) and Kx = PJor n>2,Jn = $nL where ln is a positive

integer with ln+x > ln; the collection of components of the sets in Kn is simple

and K* - M.

(3.1.2) For each n>2, there is an integer Ln with the property that if

j„ GJn and /*_,, . . . , /£_, are all the members ofJn_x meeting stLn+1(jn,Jn)*,

thenj\_x n ••• ñ£_, #0.

(3.1.3) There is a one-to-one function Rn from Jn onto Kn with R„(j„) H

Rn(j'n) ¥> 0 whenever /„ n fni* 0;and F~ ' (fc¿) n • • • n R'1^)^ 0 whenever

kx„ n ••• r\krn ¥*0. Also, ifkn GKn and kn_x G Kn_x with kn n kn_x ±0,

then kn D int(kn_x)i^0.

(3.1.4) For each n>2, ifjn G Jn and /„_, G /„_,, then Rn(jn) n

RH-i(fn-0 * 0 'fand only ifln-l meetS sti"0„. 7„)*.

(3.1.5) 7//„ n/; #0, fAe«/?„(/„) C7v*8/2H_,(RmO.

(3.1.6) 7//„G7„ aBrf/„_, G7„_j a«if/n n/„_, ¥=0, rAen F„_1(;„_,)

£^l2n-l(Rn(Ín))-
(3.1.7) For eac« /„ G 7n, rAere w a collection AJn of polyhedral m cells

with the mesh of Aln less than 4/2", with A* Ç R„(jn), and with each compo-

nent of Rn(jn) containing exactly one member of A¡ .  Ifjn =£ j'n and jn n jn j=0,

then Rn(j'n) n a contains an m - I cell for each aGA¡ .   The various sets in the

Aj 's are pairwise disjoint.

Proof.  We shall use (3.1. • )" to indicate condition (3.1. • ) for the nth

stage.  Let Rx = T~x and for each jx G Jx let Aj   be a collection of m cells sat-

isfying (3.1.7)1 where we assume that the metric on M is such that the "metric

conditions" in (3.1.5)1 and (3.1.6)1 are satisfied.  Assuming that the construction

has been done through the nth stage, we proceed to the (n + l)st stage.

(3.2) Let 77 be a triangulation of M which subdivides each of the sets in

K„ and in the A,- 's and which has mesh less than 4/2".  For each y G Q, let
" *

ey > 0 with TVe (y) Ç st(y, Jn) ; let e' > 0 be such that every set of diameter

less than e' is contained in some Ne (y).  Define t(H\jn) — {o G t(H) | o CRn(jn)}.

Let 7 be an integer such that SJL(A*n, t(H\jn))* = Rn(jn) for each/„ GJn and

let 7„+ ! = 7 + 1.  Let e > 0 with e < e'/(2Ln+ x + 3) and let Jn +, = ß'"+17

where ln+x > /„ is such that the mesh of Jn + X is less than e (this guarantees
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that (3.1.2)" + 1 will hold) and such that stLn+l(jn, Jn+l)* Ç st(J„, j3/"+II)*;

this last condition will guarantee the conclusion in (3.0) that/(jt) G st2(T(p), t(L))*.

(3.3) The following rule determines the sets in t(H) which each 7?„+1(z'„+i)

is to meet: if jn+x G str+x(jn, Jn+X)- str(z„, /„+i), then Rn+ x(jn+x) is to meet

exactly those elements of t(H) in R„(j„) which are in STL"+1~r(A*n, t(H\jn)).

This basic rule guarantees that (3.1.4)"+1 will hold and this rule together with

(3.1.7)" guarantees that (3.1.5)"+1 and (3.1.6)"+1 will hold.

(3.4) We are now ready to begin the construction of the triple Rn+1 :•!„+j

—*■ Kn+X. By using ln+x -ln applications of the construction in (1.3), construct

a triple T:P —*J„+\ satisfying:

(3.4.1) The collection of components of the sets in Pis simple and T(px) C\

'" n f(pq) ¥= 0 whenever px O ••• n pq ± 0, p{ G P.

(3.4.2) If 7n + 1 Çjn and h, h' G t(H) with hUh' G Rn(jn) and h n tí an

zzz or zzz - 1 face, then f-x(jn+l) C R„(jn) and f~x(jn+x) n int(h U tí) is con-

nected.

(3.4.3) If/„ + 1 Cjn,j'n+l Gj'n with/„+1 nj'n+l *0 and h CRn(jn),

h' G R„(j'n) with /zn/z'anzzzorzzi-1 face, then

(T-x(¡n+l)VT-x(j'n+l))nmt(hVtí)

is connected (including the case jn = j'n).

(3.5) Observe that if/„+, Ç jn, then T~x(jn+X) meets all members of

t(H) in Rn(jn) which Rn+X(jn+X) is to meet. We will now alter the f_1(fn+1)'s

so that, for each jn+x G Jn+x, f ~x (jn+j ) will meet every member of r(77) which

Rn+itin+i) is to meet (see (3.3)).  In particular, if jrn+x G str+1(z„, Jn+l) ~

str(jn,/„+1) and aGAjn, then the set Z[jn, a, jrn+ x]  (constructed below) meets

every set in STL"+1~r(a, t(H\j„)).  After adding each of the sets Z[jn, a, jrn+i\,

a G Ajn, to T~x(jn+l), we will have that T~x(jn+X) meets every set in t(H\jn)

which 7?„+!(/'n+1 ) is to meet.  For each /„ G /„ and for each a G A¡n, make the

following alterations (all sets used in these alterations are to be in K - Km~2).

(3.5.1) If z,|+1 Gst1(/n,/„+1)-st°(/„. Jn+1), then form the set

zVn> a> fn+i] as follows. Choose /„+, G st°(z'„, Jn+1) with/„+i n/*+I =

Jn n Jn+1 (f°r w^at follows, it would suffice that jn+ x n jx + x # 0, however,

the stronger constraint will be needed in (3.6)).  For each/zGSTL"+1(a. tfflin)),

Z[jn, a, jn+x] is to contain an zzz cell bh in int(zz O T~l(jn+l))', for each pair

h, tí G STLn+1(a, t(H\jn)) with h n tí an zzz - 1 cell, Z\jn, a, jxn+x] is to con-

tain a tube in int(h U tí) n int(T~x(jn+x)) connecting bh to b'h. Finally choose

h C « and ft ç Rn(jxn), where /* + x Çjxn, with h n zz an zzz - 1 face; Z[jn, a, /¿+1]

is to contain a tube in int((/z U/z) O T~x(jn + X)) connecting b¡^ to J1-1(/"¿+i);

conditions (3.1.7)" and (3.4.3) guarantee that this is possible.  Add Z [z°n, a, j^+x]
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to T-X(jx + X) and replace T-X(jn+X) with cl(T-x(jn+i)-Z\jn, a, jxn+x]).

(3.5.2) If ;2 + 1 G st20„, 7„+1) - st1^, 7„ + 1), then form the set

z\j'n< a'in + i\ as follows.  Choose/'2, with/2 + 1 Ç j2n and choose jxn+l G

stl0„.7„+1)with;2 + 1 n/i + 1 *0 and/2+1 Ujx + X ÇJ*.  For each n G

STi„ + i-i(a> t(H\jn)), Z[jn, a, j2+x]   is to contain an m cell bh in

int(ft n f-10«+i)); for each pair A, n' G SYL"+i~1(a, t(H\jn)) with n n n' an

w - 1 cell, Z[/„, a, /£+,] is to contain a tube in int(n U h') D int(7'_1(/¿+1))

connecting è,, to ftft.. Choose the same h Ç a and n CFn0^) which were used

in constructing Z[/„, a, jn + x]; Z\jn, a, jj, + x] is to contain a tube in int(# D h)

nr_1(/'i+,A) connecting^ tor-1 (£+,). Add Z[/„, a, ;2 + 1] to f"1^,)

and replace f~' (]\+,) with cl(f-'(ft+,) - Z[jn, a, j2n+x]).

(3.5.3) For r = 2, 3, . . . , 7n+,, inductively construct the sets Z[jn, a, jrn+x]

for each/£+, G str+1(/„, 7„+1)- str(/„, Jn+X) as in (3.5.2) and use them to

alter the T~l(/ï,+ lï*.

After these alterations have been made for each /n G /n and each a G ¿4/ ,

we will have that T~x(jn+X) meets every member of t(H) which T?n+1(/„+i) is

to meet.

(3.6) For each j'n+, S/B+,,/^+, C/n, and for each a G 4y, let a be an

m cell of diameter less than 4/2" + 1 in int(a n f"1^,)).  If/£+, H/¿+, ^0

and/ñ+i Ç/„, then run a tube in int(a n(r'^+1)ur'(/'ñ+1))) connect-

ing T~x(jl+X) toa'; add the tube to f"1^,).  If£+-, n¿+, *0 but

Cm Í/«>then let/n + i Ç /„ be the set chosen in (3.5.1) to form Z[/„, a, /£+,];

then/^'+1 n/ñ+1 Ci/n+| =£0 (see the parenthetical remark in (3.5.1)).  Run a

tube in int(a n (f-'OWi) U f-^+i) U F"1 (/■;'+,))) connecting f^OÍ+t)

to a'; add the tube to r_10'^+i)-

Let Kn + X be the collection of T~x(jn+ ,)'s after all the above alterations

have been made, let A¡  ,    be the collection of m cells constructed in (3.6), and

let Rn + X = T~lx. We leave to the reader to verify that Rn+X :7n+1 —*■ Kn+X

satisfies the necessary properties; the key to the verifications is the rule stated

in (3.3).

(3.7) Observe that if, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem (3.0), each

set in P is connected, then the open mapping / obtained will also be monotone.

This observation leads to the following

(3.7.1)   Corollary. Let M™ be a compact, connected p. I. manifold with

m > 3 and let Q be a compact polyhedron.  Iff is a monotone mapping ofM on-

to Q and e > 0, then there is a monotone open mapping g of M onto Q with

d(f(x),g(x))<eforxGM.

Proof.   Let L be a triangulation of Q with the diameter of st1 l(o, t(L))
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less than e and with st3(a, t(L))* contractible for each a G t(L). Let 5 > 0 be

such that the 35 neighborhood of st'(a, t(L))* is contained in int(st'+1(cr, L)*)

for a G t(L) and i = 1,2.  Let zz be a mapping from M to Q with h S-approxi-

mating /, with h linearly mapping each simplex of K (a triangulation of M) into a

simplex of L, and with h(M) meeting int(a) for each o G t(L). Form a collection
A A A A

P, a function T from P onto t(L), and a subdivision K of K as in (2.2); when

making the collection of components simple, use "sufficiently small" tubes so that

h(p) U f(p) Ç N6(f(p)) for each pGP.

If a, a G t(L) with a n a ± 0 and Ua = f-x(int(st2(a, t(L))*)), then Ua

is an open connected set, f~x(o) U f~x(a) G Ua; for t G t(K) with r n Ua i=0,

h(f) Ç st3(a, t(L))*. Using arcs in Ua C\ (K - Km~2) and using the simple con-

nectivity of st3(a, t(L))* for various a G t(L), the techniques in the proof of Prop-
A        A

osition (2.1) can be used to alter the triple T :P —► t(L) and obtain a triple T:

P—► t(L) satisfying the conditions of Theorem (3.0) with the sets in P connected.
. A

Using Remark (2.9), it follows that if x Gp GP before the alterations and x G

pGP after the alterations, then T(p) G st7(f(p), t(L))*. The corollary now fol-

lows from Theorem (3.0).

The next corollary is a direct consequence of Corollary (3.7.1) and Theo-

rem (2.0).

(3.7.2)   Corollary.   A mapping f from a compact and connected p. L

manifold Mm (m > 3) to a connected polyhedron Q is homotopic to a monotone

open mapping of M onto Q if and only iff* : irx(M) —► irx(Q) is surjective.

This corollary contains the first published proof of the fact that if zz > 3

and m>2, then there is a monotone open mapping of the zz-sphere S" onto the

zzz-sphere Sm. This result was announced by R. D. Anderson in [1].
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